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The Department of Political Science at Mugberia Gangadhar

Mahavidyalaya marked Constitution Day by organizing a

seminar titled "Seven Decades of Constitution of India," which

delved into the historical significance of the making of our

constitution. The theme focused on reflecting the hopes and

aspirations that the framers of the constitution had for

independent India.

The commemorative event was inaugurated by our respected

Principal, Dr. Swapan Kumar Mishra, who, as one of the

distinguished speakers, emphasized the imperative of

upholding Constitutional Values. The Constitution Day serves as

a reminder of the principles that form the bedrock of our

democratic nation.

Dr. Prasenjit Ghosh, IQAC Coordinator and Associate Professor,

Head of the Department of History, provided a historic outlook

on our constitution, highlighting its status as the largest written

constitution globally. He enlightened the audience on the

constitutional values enshrined in our Preamble, emphasizing

our identity as a Sovereign, Socialist Republic committed to

ensuring Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.

Following this, Dr. Bidhan Chandra Samanta, Associate

Professor, and Head of the Department of Chemistry, spoke on

the importance of commemorating Constitution Day and

ensuring that the hopes and aspirations of our constitution

makers are upheld in their truest spirit.



Dr. Manoranjan Das, Associate Professor, and Head of the

Department of Sanskrit, delved into an ancient account of

India's rich history and culture, demonstrating how these

elements are reflected in the very essence of our Constitution.

Dr. Alok Ranjan Khatua, Assistant Professor in the Department

of Philosophy, offered insights into the constitutional values and

their significance for the world's largest democracy.

Jyoti Mitra, Assistant Professor of Political Science, provided a

detailed account of various articles, explaining their meanings

and interpretations, thereby concluding the event that

commemorated the making of our Constitution.

The seminar actively encouraged student participation, and two

students, Srija Tripathi and Sonam Pradhan, delivered speeches,

adding a youthful perspective to the discussions. Souvik Barua,

Assistant Professor of Political Science, extended the Vote of

Thanks, providing a concluding note that acknowledged the

collective effort in commemorating the Constitution Day. The

seminar not only celebrated our constitutional heritage but also

facilitated a comprehensive understanding of its principles and

values among the participants, fostering a sense of civic

responsibility and appreciation for the democratic foundations

of our nation.
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https://twitter.com/MugberiaM/status/1729674301471662493?t=fwE0uY3O8ijj1obUTgmEkQ&
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